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Enlistment papers signed by Lee Hagerman and Perry Hagerman at Bowling Green, Kentucky on 19 June 1864 for three years’ service in the United States Colored Volunteers. The papers were prepared by Captain A. G. Hobson and furnished to Mrs. Ruth Hagerman as owner of the services of the recruits.

1 folder. 2 items. Originals.

1986.9.340

Civil War, 1861-1865 – African American soldiers
Civil War, 1861-1865 – Bowling Green, 1864
Hagerman, Lee, b. 1820? – Relating to
Hagerman, Perry, b. 1844? – Relating to
Hagerman, Ruth (Ricketts), 1782-1880 – Relating to
Hobson, Atwood Gaines, 1815-1898 – Relating to